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MICHIGAN CAMPAIGN TO END HOMELESSNESS: STRUCTURE RESET FRAMEWORK
2020-2022 MCTEH Organizational Structure

Michigan Interagency Council on
Homelessness (MICH)

MICH

Created by Governor’s Executive
Order (No. 2015 –2) and is
comprised of the Governor’s
appointees
Michigan Homeless
Policy Council (MHPC)

MHPC

Comprised of designees from
various state agencies and
members of the public

CoC

Continuum of Care (CoC)
Bodies, MHPC Workgroups &
Local Agencies
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Agencies
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with COC Leadership
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Structure Details and
Notes

In accordance with the bylaws, the following MHPC committees meet on a regular basis to advance the
work of the MCTEH:
• Communications
• Training
• Membership
The MCTEH will once again utilize workgroups to help propel the implementation of the Action Plan. These
workgroups will be dynamic and fluid in that many of them will be time sensitive and created to advance
specific pieces of the Action Plan. Upon completion of their objectives the workgroups will be allowed to
go on hiatus until needed again.
There are currently several workgroups already in existence:
• Racial Equity
• Action Plan Implementation
• MCTEH Annual Report
• Annual Summit on Ending Homelessness
• Data Governance Planning
The MCTEH leadership comprised of the MCTEH coordinator, the co-chairs of the MHPC, and the chair of
the ICH, will facilitate bimonthly meetings with CoC leadership. These meetings will be an opportunity for
MCTEH leadership to engage with COC leadership about topics such as: action plan implementation at
the local level, coordination of resources at the national, state, and local level, and any other salient
topics.
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MCTEH Activities
Campaign
Activities

Annual
Summit on Ending
Homelessness

Homelessness
Annual Report

Peer Learning
Collaborative(s)

Activities Details and
Notes

The MCTEH will continue to offer the annual Summit on Ending Homelessness. The MCTEH will seek to:
• Identify opportunities to ensure that content is relevant & accessible at all staff levels (beginner,
intermediate & advanced)
• Ensure that MCTEH trainings complement annual Summit content, keynotes & sessions
The MCTEH will create an Annual Report on progress toward ending homelessness in Michigan.
The report will share a combination of quantitative and qualitative data about homelessness
and housing insecurity across the state.
The MCTEH will create 2-3 Peer Learning Collaborative(s) (PLCs) for implementation in 2021. These PLCs
would be an opportunity for participants to share best practices as well as challenges they face in their
daily practice. Possible topics identified so far include racial equity, supportive housing, and prevention
& diversion.

Enhanced Field
Engagement

The MCTEH will equip staff from state level organizations such as MSHDA, MCAH, MDHHS, and CSH to
provide routine updates about the MCTEH as part of their engagement at COC meetings.

Ongoing
Communications

The MCTEH will create and disseminate communications for all stakeholders of the MCTEH regarding
the efforts and initiatives of the Campaign and the 2020-2022 State Action Plan.
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